
The benefits of teaching Dance using Laban’s methodology 
 
Rudolf Laban was a choreographer and movement theorist who developed a comprehensive 
system for understanding and analysing human movement. His dance methodology, o<en 
referred to as Laban Movement Analysis (LMA), is a framework for describing and interpreBng 
movement in dance and everyday life. LMA provides a vocabulary and concepts for breaking 
down movement into its parts, including body, effort, space, and shape. 
 
Here's a brief overview of the components of Laban Movement Analysis: 
 
Body: Focuses on the body’s parts, acBons, and movement qualiBes such as weight, flow, and 
control. 
 
Effort: Describes the dynamic qualiBes of movement, including the use of energy, Bme, space, 
and flow. Laban idenBfied four effort qualiBes: weight, Bme, space, and flow. 
 
Space: Examines movement about the space around the body, including direcBon, level, 
pathway, and focus. 
 
Shape: Refers to the form or configuraBon of the body in movement, including the spaBal and 
dynamic qualiBes of shape. 
 
Laban's methodology is used in various fields beyond dance, including theatre, therapy, 
educaBon, and sports training. It offers a way to analyse and understand movement, facilitaBng 
more effecBve teaching, choreography, and performance. 
 
As for the benefits of teaching dance at all levels, they are numerous and diverse: 
 
Physical Health: Dance is a form of physical acBvity that promotes cardiovascular health, 
flexibility, strength, and coordinaBon. 
 
Emo7onal Expression: Dance provides a medium for individuals to express emoBons, thoughts, 
and feelings creaBvely and nonverbally. 
 
Social Connec7on: Dance classes o<en involve collaboraBon and interacBon, fostering social 
bonds and a sense of community. 
 
Cogni7ve Development: Learning choreography, memorizing sequences, and interpreBng music 
sBmulate cogniBve processes such as memory, concentraBon, and problem-solving. 
 
Self-Confidence: Mastering dance techniques and performing in front of others can boost self-
esteem and confidence. 
 



Cultural Understanding: Dance exposes students to different styles, tradiBons, and cultures, 
fostering appreciaBon and understanding of diversity. 
 
Stress Relief: Engaging in dance can reduce stress, anxiety, and depression by promoBng 
relaxaBon and releasing endorphins. 
 
Crea7vity: Dance encourages creaBvity and imaginaBon as students explore movement, 
choreography, and expression. 
 
Overall, teaching dance at all levels culBvates physical fitness and technical skills and nurtures 
emoBonal, social, cogniBve, and creaBve development. It offers a holisBc approach to educaBon 
that benefits individuals in various aspects of their lives. Laban's dance methodology provides a 
structured framework for analysing and creaBng movement, offering dancers and 
choreographers tools to understand the nuances of human emoBon and expressiveness. 


